Improvement of embryonic stem cell line derivation efficiency with novel medium, glucose concentration, and epigenetic modifications.
Although the first mouse embryonic stem (ES) cell lines were derived 2 decades ago, and standard protocols for ES cell derivation are widely used today, the technical difficulty of these protocols still pose a challenge for many investigators attempting to produce large numbers of ES cell lines, and are limited to only a few mouse strains. Recently, glucose concentration was shown to have a significant effect on the efficiency of ES cell derivation, but the mechanism(s) mediating this effect are still the subject of debate. In this report, we investigated the effect of glucose concentration on ES cell derivation efficiency from blastocysts in the context of a new medium, Minimum Essential Medium alpha (MEMalpha). Furthermore, we propose novel methods to improve mouse ES cell derivation efficiency using in vitro epigenetic modifications during early passages, combined with detection of Oct4-expressing cells. Based on the results reported here, modified MEMalpha containing high glucose improves the efficiency of ES cell derivation remarkably, compared with Knockout Dulbecco's-Modified Eagle Media (KDMEM). Epigenetic modifications are able to improve the efficiency even further.